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By Morris, Rod

HarperCollins Publishers, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 1. 12.8 x 19 cm. The perfect pocket
guide to New Zealand's minibeasts the COLLINS POCKEt GUIDE tO NEW ZEALAND MINIBEAStS is a
guide to over 120 species of 'minibeasts', from earthworms and leeches to springtails and sand
scarabs. A practical and portable reference guide, it provides the basic information necessary to
identify the most commonly encountered minibeasts in New Zealand. Concise, authoritative and
accessible text, clear distribution maps and superb colour photographs describe what a minibeast
looks like, where it lives, what it is called and what it does. Written by leading natural history writer
terence Lindsey, and featuring magnificent photographs taken largely by celebrated wildlife
photographer Rod Morris, COLLINS POCKEt GUIDE tO NEW ZEALAND MINIBEAStS is the perfect
guide for travellers, tourists and students of New Zealand wildlife. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be worth purchasing. It typically fails to expense excessive. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- K en Wa tsica-- K en Wa tsica

This publication might be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It normally is not going to charge excessive. Its been written in an remarkably
simple way and is particularly just after i finished reading through this book through which in fact transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Juston Mr a z-- Juston Mr a z
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